
CONCLUSION GENERATOR
(BASIC)

In this blueprint, you'll learn how to use both the FREE and Pro
versions of this template, and how this template might fit into
your workflow. The next few pages include some sample input

and output for the template. Be very careful with your input.
Study the following examples and analyze them carefully. Why?
So you can achieve better results. In more than 95% of cases,

people who get poor output after 3 generations had poor input.
That's why it's critical to fully understand what type of input a

template expects before you start using it. Join the Frase
Facebook group    if you have questions or are struggling.  

RANKINGTACTICS.COM

FRASE AI TEMPLATE BLUEPRINT 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/frase.io/
https://www.rankingtactics.com/frase


The Frase AI template "Conclusion Generator (Basic)" is
designed to write a killer conclusion to your blog post. It's
easy to use and delivers consistently high-quality output.

The main difference between the free and pro template is
the pro template doesn't rely on starting the conclusion with
"In conclusion..."

In addition, there are several more conclusion generator
templates available:

1. "Conclusion Generator (Advanced)" writes a conclusion
longer than one paragraph.

2. "Conclusion Generator (Keywords)" writes a conclusion
using keywords that you specify.

Now there is no reason why your blog post can't have a
fantastic conclusion!

Matt Zimmerman
RankingTactics Founder & CEO

INSTRUCTIONS AND WORKFLOW
SUGGESTIONS



RESOURCES TO HELP YOU
The following resources will help you in your content generation

workflow while using Frase.

Need Frase? Use code "rankingtactics" and our affiliate link   for a great deal.
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Frase Beginner to Master Course
Includes more than 8 hours of expert training on using Frase from

an SEO perspective, creating your own AI template, and a heck of a
lot more!

www.rankingtactics.com/frase-course     

Frase Pro Templates
Virtually all of my templates have a free and pro version. The free
version is found in the Frase community template section. But if

you want the best possible output, then get the pro template.

www.rankingtactics.com/frase-pro-templates     

https://www.frase.io/?fpr=matt82
https://www.rankingtactics.com/frase-course
https://www.rankingtactics.com/frase-pro-templates


CONCLUSION GENERATOR: EXAMPLE 1

INPUT

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For
each template, the AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether

the selected generation made logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post. 

Article Title: How to Practice for a Marathon 

OUTPUT: FREE VERSION
In conclusion, if you're looking to improve your
performance during a race, practice makes
perfect. And when it comes to training for
marathons, you should always aim to increase
your mileage gradually over several weeks before
the big event. This will ensure that you're ready to
go when the gun goes off.

-- Grade: B+

-- Comments: Great conclusion. The reason this
is getting a B+ and the pro template is scoring
higher is that the pro template can write
conclusions that don't begin with "In
conclusion..." which is actually very hard for an AI
to accomplish.

OUTPUT: PRO VERSION
Practicing for a marathon is no joke. It takes
dedication, discipline and hard work. But when
you put in the hours, you'll reap the rewards. In
fact, practicing for a marathon has been proven
to boost your immune system, reduce stress
levels and even lower blood pressure. So if you
really want to run a marathon someday, then you
need to start training now. And while running a
marathon isn't exactly an easy feat, it's definitely
possible.

-- Grade: A+

-- Comments: Fantastic conclusion, especially
since it doesn't require starting the conclusion
with "In conclusion..." 



CONCLUSION GENERATOR: EXAMPLE 2

INPUT

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For
each template, the AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether

the selected generation made logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Article Title: Secrets to Get More Backlinks 

OUTPUT: FREE VERSION
In conclusion, if you want to increase traffic to
your website, backlinks are key. They're free, easy
to create, and highly effective. All you have to do
is find websites that link to yours and ask them
to add a link to your site. Easy peasy lemon
squeezy!

-- Grade: B+

-- Comments: Another great conclusion,
especially the "easy peasy lemon squeezy!"

OUTPUT: PRO VERSION
Backlinks are an essential part of every online
business. They allow search engines to rank
websites higher in search results. In order to get
more backlinks, you need to focus on building
relationships with other sites. This means getting
involved in forums, commenting on blogs,
sharing articles and more. It's a lot of work, but it
pays off big time when it comes to ranking high
in Google.

-- Grade: B+

-- Comments: While it doesn't start with "in
conclusion" (plus), it doesn't quite wrap up the
article. Still, it's not bad for a conclusion. 



CONCLUSION GENERATOR: EXAMPLE 3

INPUT

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For
each template, the AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether

the selected generation made logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Article Title: DUI Penalties in Cleveland  

OUTPUT: FREE VERSION
In conclusion, if you have been charged with DUI
in Cleveland, Ohio, you should contact a criminal
defense attorney immediately. A conviction will
result in serious penalties including fines, jail
time, license suspension, and even loss of driving
privileges. An experienced lawyer can help you
avoid these consequences and fight for your
rights.

-- Grade: B+

-- Comments: You getting the point yet? Great
conclusions. Very simple. Use the template!

OUTPUT: PRO VERSION
Cleveland has tough DUI penalties. In fact, Ohio
has some of the toughest DUI laws in the
country. This means that even if you were
drinking alcohol responsibly, you still might wind
up facing severe consequences. It's always smart
to consult an attorney before deciding what to do
next. A lawyer can advise you on the best way to
proceed.

-- Grade: A+

-- Comments: Great conclusion. 



CONCLUSION GENERATOR: EXAMPLE 4

INPUT

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For
each template, the AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether

the selected generation made logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Article Title : Top 10 Things to Do in Vegas 

OUTPUT: FREE VERSION
In conclusion, if you haven't been to Las Vegas
yet, now's the perfect time to go. There are tons
of fun activities to do, from gambling to
shopping to partying. And when you're done, you
can always head back to your hotel room and
relax. What could be better than that?

-- Grade: B+

-- Comments: Another great conclusion!

OUTPUT: PRO VERSION
Vegas has become an international tourist
destination, and it's no wonder why. It offers
visitors a wide variety of activities, attractions
and entertainment options. Whether you're
looking for gambling, shopping, dining or
partying, Vegas has got you covered. So what are
you waiting for? Head to Vegas today!

-- Grade: A+

-- Comments: Honey, let's pack the bags and go
to Vegas! 



CONCLUSION GENERATOR: EXAMPLE 5

INPUT

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For
each template, the AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether

the selected generation made logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Article Title : 10 DIY House Renovation Trick

OUTPUT: FREE VERSION
In conclusion, if you're looking to renovate your
home but don't have the money to hire
professionals, here are 10 DIY tricks that will
save you tons of cash. Whether you're planning
to redo your kitchen, bathroom, or even your
entire house, these tricks will help you save big
bucks without compromising quality.

-- Grade: B+

-- Comments: Good conclusion.

OUTPUT: PRO VERSION
There are lots of tricks you can use when
renovating your home. Some of them are pretty
simple while others require a bit more skill.
Regardless of what kind of renovation project
you decide to tackle, you'll need to put in a lot of
hard work. So make sure you prepare yourself
mentally and physically for the task ahead. This
way, you won't feel overwhelmed by the amount
of work involved. And if you stick to the tips in
this article, you'll be able accomplish your goal
without breaking a sweat.

-- Grade: A+

-- Comments: Fantastic conclusion!

 



CONCLUSION GENERATOR: EXAMPLE 6

INPUT

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For
each template, the AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether

the selected generation made logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Article Title : Steps to Start a Babysitting Service

OUTPUT: FREE VERSION
In conclusion, starting a babysitting service isn't
hard if you have the right tools. All you need is a
computer, a phone line, and a little bit of
creativity. Once you've done that, you can take
advantage of the many opportunities available to
you. Whether you decide to offer full-time care or
simply provide after-school care, there are tons of
ways to earn money from home. And once you
find a few clients, you'll never look back!

-- Grade: B+

-- Comments: Great conclusion!

OUTPUT: PRO VERSION
Starting a babysitting service is an excellent way
to earn extra income while providing a valuable
service to others. This article has provided you
with several tips to ensure that you succeed
when starting your own babysitting service. Use
these tips to create a profitable babysitting
service that will provide you with a steady stream
of income.

-- Grade: A+

-- Comments: Great wrap-up to the article! 



VISIT MY FRASE
RESOURCE PAGE

www.rankingtactics.com/frase  

Visit my resource page to find lots of juicy
tips and secrets to getting the most out of

Frase.  

https://www.rankingtactics.com/frase

